After 12 years in the Bodet Group, Osys join the sedApta Group
Thanks to the acquisition of OSYS, the French leader for MES, the sedApta group sets its sights on
the French market and completes its offering in the Smart Manufacturing and Supply Chain space.
Osys's activities and capabilities will further be strengthened by the synergy provided by sedApta
both in France and internationally.
The Bodet and Osys solutions will remain complementary. The two companies will continue their
business partnerships in France and Europe.
The Bodet Group, through its subsidiary Bodet Software, focuses on the human resource market,
which has seen significant growth in the last several years.
About sedApta: Led by Giorgio Cuttica, a long-running businessman, sedApta is an international
software provider based in Genoa, Italy. Through its subsidiaries and its partner network, sedApta
has quickly expanded to become a key player in the innovative global market of Industry 4.0.
"We are very pleased with this acquisition, which will enable us to accelerate our growth on the
French market and bring Osys synergies to our solutions, expanding our operational potential"
About Osys: Founded in 1981, Osys has been a forerunner and leader in the MES industry for 30
years. Osys has a strong presence in France and across Europe with over 1,500 customer companies.
Throughout the years, Osys has developed a solid reputation in a variety of industrial sectors,
particularly cosmetics, food, automotive, mechanical, packaging and plastics.
About Bodet: Since its inception in 1868, the family-owned Bodet Group has become the European
leader in solutions for management timing. Its strategy, based on innovation and foreign markets,
has enabled the group to reach a turnover of 76 million euros in 2016. Thanks to its 5 European
subsidiaries and a network of 300 agents and distributors around the world, Bodet products are sold
in more than 110 countries today.
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